When their daughter was eight days old, King Alexander and Queen Sylvia hosted a
traditional Royal Baby Naming Celebration in the Royal Castle. To show their gratitude, the
king and queen gave Sigmund the honor of selecting a name for princess.
“Shayna is the name I am honored to give your daughter,” Sigmund said. “Shayna means
‘beautiful’ in my ancient Cush language. Princess Shayna is a beautiful and precious gift to
you and the Kingdom of Kindness.”
The villagers and visitors from distant lands rejoiced with the king and queen. They
brought Precious Gifts to the Royal Baby Naming Celebration and loving blessings for
Princess Shayna.
To commemorate the princess’ birth, the villagers planted
celebration gardens with new varieties of Yellow Sunflowers,
Blue Forget-Me-Nots, Green Healing Herbs, and Orange Tiger
Lilies. The assortment of flowers and healing herbs celebrated the
mixture Sigmund created for Queen Sylvia’s Pregnancy Potion.
Before Princess Shayna was born, the king and queen had asked
the queen’s parents, Lord Harry and Lady Eva, to move from
the Village of the Yellow Sunflowers and reside with them in
the Royal Castle. They wanted Princess Shayna to know
the Precious Gift of love and understanding only her
grandparents could share with her.
In honor of her granddaughter’s birth, Lady Eva
baked crescent-shaped pastries. Their delicious
aroma perfumed the entire castle when she served
them at the Royal Baby Naming Celebration. “These
Precious Gifts are the queen’s favorite cinnamon
cakes and symbolize the sweet and plentiful life we
wish for Princess Shayna,” Lord Harry and Lady
Eva said.
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Lord Harry and Lady Eva also gave the baby
princess a pair of silver candles that were embossed
with sunflowers. “One candle represents wisdom
and the other candle represents peace. The candles
will instantly illuminate when the princess
circles her hand over them three times,” Lady
Eva said. “An ancient blessing of thanksgiving
also accompanies these Precious Gifts that
will sustain and enlighten Princess Shayna’s
journey throughout her life.”
Lord Shunjato from the Village of the
Green Healing Herbs gave Princess Shayna
a kaleidoscope filled with multi-faceted blue,
yellow, green, and orange sapphire gemstones. Lord
Shunjato carved his Precious Gift from the cherry
blossom trees that grew throughout his village.
“This ever-changing gift will teach the princess to
be responsible for the changes she chooses in her
life,” he said. “As the kaleidoscope spins, it will
remind Princess Shayna to acknowledge, appreciate,
and accept the strengths and
differences in others.”
Lord John and Lady Michelle from the Village of the Blue
Forget-Me-Nots brought Princess Shayna two Precious Gifts.
“The first gift is an Intuition Compass,” Lord John said. “When
the princess uses the compass, the silver needle will spin to
the north to a miniature painting of the Village of the Yellow
Sunflowers, east to the Village of the Blue Forget-Me-Nots,
south to the Village of the Green Healing Herbs, or west
to the Village of the Orange Tiger Lilies. Her Intuition
Compass will give her self-direction, wisdom to follow her
heart, and compassion when making decisions that will
affect herself and others.”
“The second Precious Gift is a resonating seashell
from the long island on which we once lived,” Lady
Michelle said. “The seashell will teach Princess Shayna to
respectfully listen to others, even if their point of view is
different from hers. This seashell is the treasured gift of
loyal friendship.”
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Lord Joseph, the Royal Falconer, and Lady Lillian came from the Village of the Orange
Tiger Lilies. “The Precious Gift we give Princess Shayna is a flawless white falcon with
inquisitive tourmaline eyes,” Lord Joseph said. “Two years before the princess was born, this
rare raptor was the only nestling hatched on a cliff near our village. No one had ever seen a
flawless white falcon, and as he matured, his flawless feathers remained white. White Falcon
is our Precious Gift that we give to Princess Shayna.”
“While we raised and trained White Falcon, we observed his intuitive powers. We
know he will become Princess Shayna’s beloved and devoted companion and share three
Praiseworthy Gifts with her,” Lady Lillian said. “The first gift is acute vision to value
humanity. The second gift is guidance to help her rise above the challenges in her life. The
third gift is confidence and courage to view any obstacle as an opportunity.”
From the moment Lord Joseph perched White Falcon on Princess Shayna’s Royal Cradle,
White Falcon sensed the princess’ unspoken thoughts and feelings. The princess and the
rare raptor seemed to
communicate with one
another, even before the
baby princess could
speak.
“I am confident
we will never worry
about our daughter,”
King Alexander told
Queen Sylvia.
“White Falcon will be
Princess Shayna’s
life-long companion and
guardian.”
Shimmerlyka, the Queen
of the Flower Fairies, who
lived within the pink
magnolia trees surrounding the
Garden of Knowledge, came to
the celebration with
two tiny flower fairies. She
was dressed in a silken gown
of shimmering silver spider
threads that Sarah Spundah,
the silver spider and the
Guardian of the Forest of Friendship, had spun. To honor the villagers for planting their
celebration gardens, Shimmerlyka wore a garland of Yellow Sunflowers, Blue Forget-MeNots, Green Healing Herbs, and Orange Tiger Lilies in her hair.
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“I have brought a Praiseworthy Gift, but it is for King
Alexander and Queen Sylvia,” Shimmerlyka announced.
“It is a Love Gift that Princess Shayna’s parents will give
her throughout her life. The gift is invisible, but when
the king and queen share it with their daughter, it will
become visible upon her. This Invisible Visible Gift is a
fragile circle of life. It is priceless and cannot be bought,
sold, or taken from her. Throughout her life, Princess
Shayna will continue to joyfully share her Invisible
Visible Gift with others. If they genuinely accept
this Precious Gift, it will become visible upon
them, and they will be capable of sharing their
Invisible Visible Gift with others.”
You will find reflections about this chapter on
page 108 of the Gift Giver’s Guide.
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Chapter 4: Silver Apricots
Sigmund was summoned to the princess’ Royal Bed Chamber where White Falcon and
Princess Shayna’s parents watched over her. Sigmund felt a sense of despair when he saw
the princess. For five years he dreaded the thought of this moment. Now he would have to
reveal the truth about his agreement with Meevillain.
1.

Have you ever had to reveal the truth about something that was difficult?

2.

When Clouds of Chaos shadow your life, what do they look and feel like?

Unscramble this word IPSEBOSNIYTILR and reflect how it is important to the story and
your life.
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